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Introduction
A Necessary Capability
Alliances and other forms of collaboration are an integral component of
strategy. In some companies, they account for more than 50 percent of
revenues and new products. Entire business processes are being
entrusted to partners. As a result, it has never beenmore important for
an organization to manage these relationships well. The costs of not
doing so, which can include arbitration and litigation, stalled
development efforts and lost time to market, as well as an inability to
compete for desirable assets, are simply too great to ignore.

The profession of alliance
management has an important
role to play in leading
organizations to a more
networked and collaborative
way of working, instilling a
management discipline that
expands upon the traditional
best practices foundation.

Alliance management began as the ad‐hoc efforts of individual
managers and evolved into a set of “best practices” in response to the
historical failure of as many as 70 percent of alliances; a statistic that
slightly exceeds the historical failure rate of new business start‐ups. We
wonder how many executives are aware of that fact as they embrace
alliances as a strategic tool for the first time. Probably very few, as
evidenced by the current mismatch of trained (and certified) alliance
managers, along with the lack of a systematic approach to alliance
management compared with the burgeoning numbers of alliances.
Until one experiences the challenges of doing business through an
alliance, it seems no more complicated nor requires any special skills
beyond that which all good managers possess. At one level that is true,
but the challenge in an alliance or other collaborative arrangement is
that the work of the collaboration – building and marketing the product,
conducting research, and other important activities plus the
collaboration itself – how the parties divide work, communicate with
one another, make decisions, are accountable, and share resources,
must be managed.
Alliances are extremely beneficial and can be a smart approach to doing
complex, resource intensive work. However, the added complexity and
thus management risk they carry cannot be ignored nor can it be
assumed that good managers will intuitively know what to do. Many
successful business executives have failed when they tried their hand at
an entrepreneurial venture. Likewise, many successful companies have
failed at alliances.
Partner ecosystems or collaborative networks are the organization
today. Having an organization‐wide collaborative and alliance
management capability is necessary for any organization that seeks to
use alliances as a strategy for achieving its objectives. The profession of
alliance management has an important role to play in leading
organizations to a more networked and collaborative way of working,
instilling a management discipline that expands upon the traditional
best practices foundation.
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The Essence of Alliance Management
The purpose of alliance management, as is the case with any
management discipline, is to wisely use available resources to create
value and manage risk. In alliances and other collaborative endeavors,
much of that risk is caused by the complexity that occurs when two or
more entities are engaged in joint pursuit of desired outcomes. The
components of complexity and risk vary based on the nature of the
relationship, as do the types of value the collaboration is intended to
produce.

The purpose of alliance
management is to wisely use
available resources to create
value and manage risk caused
by complexity.

One of the core challenges alliance managers face is that their expertise
is largely an input to creating financial value. Except in instances when
alliance managers also have sales responsibilities, it can be very hard to
measure the financial value of good alliance management. As a result, it
has been challenging for alliance management to gain traction if the
purpose of an alliance is to develop an asset, capabilities, or expand
market reach, the value of which doesn’t immediately show up in
financial statements. Sometimes there are competing claims for value,
such as distinguishing between the contribution of alliance mangers
and salespeople when both are involved in making the sale.
This paper demonstrates the ways in which alliance managers add both
financial value and other forms of value by reducing management
complexity and risk. It shows how to use a framework of value and
complexity to decide:
• How to allocate alliance management resources over growing and
increasingly complex alliance portfolios
• What managers should focus on to create the greatest value
• How to evaluate and communicate the Return on Relationship
(RoR) from collaborative endeavors
• How to use value and complexity to determine the degree of
management a specific alliance requires
• How alliance managers can guide decisions about partner selection
criteria
Alliances and other collaborative endeavors are how business is done
today. It simply makes sense for companies to develop their ability to
succeed at alliances. Just as entrepreneurial management developed as
a unique management discipline in the 1970s, alliance management is a
developing discipline today, moving beyond the initial approach of
applying so‐called best practices, embedding process and developing
collaborative ability throughout the organization.
It should be noted that the alliances and collaborations included in this
discussion are operating relationships. Licensing partnerships, where
one party simply collects a royalty for allowing another the use of an
asset, or strategic investments where a company’s venture fund
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This paper presents a set of
frameworks and tools linked
by an overarching philosophy
that holds that the
management of alliances and
collaborations must evolve
beyond best practices to keep
pace with innovation in the
strategies and structures of
organizations.

provides capital, do not normally bring enough complexity to require
hands‐on alliance management, although that does not imply these
relationships have no alliance management needs. When the work is
shared and decisions must be made jointly, making boundaries fungible
and bridging cultures, alliance management is essential. We also use the
terms alliance and collaboration interchangeably, although alliances are
but one form of collaborative endeavor. The terms alliance management
or alliance manager are applicable to any shared work relationship,
regardless of the label attached to the particular arrangement. It is its
nature and the characteristics of the relationship’s management needs
that are relevant.
Companies need a consistent and value‐focused approach to building
their ability to manage alliances and other collaborative relationships
that must go beyond a collection of best practices. This paper presents a
set of frameworks and tools linked by an overarching philosophy that
holds that management must evolve to keep pace with innovation in the
strategies and structures of organizations.
The methods and frameworks described herein have been used in
multiple industries and governmental entities, for a variety of objectives
relating to managing multi‐organizational collaborative endeavors. We
encourage you to think about how best to apply them in your own
situation to make the case that alliance and collaboration management
is an essential capability for your organization to invest in and develop.
If you are an alliance manager, think about how to elevate your current
efforts so that the discipline becomes essential to the company and the
value you offer is readily acknowledged and recognized.
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The Job of Alliance Managers
Creating Value, Managing Complexity
The job of alliance managers is to maximize the value realized from
alliances and reduce the risk of failure due to the complexity of the
collaborative work of the alliance (see Figure 1). Risk and value will
fluctuate over the lifecycle of an alliance, sometimes increasing,
sometimes decreasing. The two juxtaposed purposes of the job must be
balanced over time so that the alliance realizes its strategic purpose.

The impact of alliance
management is seen in the
effective operation of an
alliance. Decisions get made,
communication flows, work is
shared, and resources are
provided and used to achieve
objectives in a timely manner.

How is this accomplished when alliance managers often have little
authority over others and generally are not responsible for carrying out
the work of the alliance? The impact of alliance management is seen
in the effective operation of an alliance. Decisions get made,
communication flows, work is shared, and resources are provided and
used to achieve objectives in a timely manner. In addition, points of
conflict are anticipated, analyzed, negotiated, and resolved. Silos and
geographies are joined. Stakeholders are aligned around what’s right
for the alliance, understand how that benefits the company and
themselves, and are willing to get behind it. When alliances are
managed effectively, the risk their complexity poses is minimized and
all the forms of value they are intended to produce are available to be
turned into the desired strategic and financial outcomes.
The value of any alliance is that it allows an entity to accomplish
something it otherwise would not be able to do, or to do so more
quickly or more economically. It may provide a complete solution to
customers, or gain access to an asset, a market, customer segment, or
resources, including cash, people, knowledge and capability. Let’s
consider a well‐known alliance. At the outset of Apple’s alliance with
AT&T, Apple gained a distribution network and technical capability it
didn’t have to build, while AT&T got a product customers wanted and
thus a competitive advantage over rivals that didn’t support Apple
products. Life science is another industry dependent on collaborations.
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Within that industry, gaining access to a development stage asset not
only provides a company with a potential product, it may also provide it
with access to expertise needed to expand in a particular therapeutic
area.
As these examples demonstrate, the value of an alliance has many
components, some of which are required to be realized prior to
achieving financial outcomes. To wit, a specialty biopharmaceutical
company may need to leverage the relationships its partner has with
Key Opinion Leaders in a new geography in order to penetrate that
market and build sales. It is the alliance manager’s responsibility to
ensure that the alliance is operating effectively enough to secure the
resource in a timely and productive fashion.
The sources of value in a collaboration will depend on the strategic
purpose it is intended to fulfill. A go‐to‐market alliance offers different
sources of value than a product development alliance. Also, desired
sources of value change over the lifecycle of the relationship, as it
progresses from the development stage to commercialization. Some
common examples of sources of value, not all of which are necessarily
found in any single type of alliance, include:

The value of an alliance has
many components, some of
which are required to be

• Financial value – The expected return on the investment
• Capability – Expertise that has broader benefits, or that provides
access to a business process the company does not wish to build
internally

realized prior to achieving

• Capacity – Augmentation of existing productive assets, such as
increasing manufacturing output

financial outcomes.

• Access – Avenues to new customers or markets
• Expansion opportunities – Additional partnering opportunities
that increase resource leverage
• Product portfolio – New offerings in an area that is of strategic
priority
• Reputation – The company’s credentials as a good partner or its
brand in the marketplace
As illustrated in Figure 1, the downside of alliances is management
complexity. To maintain operating effectiveness, the alliance manager
must address the risks inherent in complexity so that they don’t prevent
realization of value. Quite often, this means minimizing the cost of time.
Every delay that is caused because someone doesn’t know something
when it is needed to be known, or every day that the partner isn’t
trained to sell and meet their contractual requirements, reduces
financial value. In some instances, that lost value can never be
recovered.
What causes complexity? The very essence of collaboration –
coordinating activities and communicating information in order to
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leverage resources to do something neither party could accomplish ‐
without the other – results in complexity. Alliances must operate within
the structures, cultures, processes, and priorities of at least two entities,
while building a trust‐based environment that allows these boundaries
to be crossed with ease. Without very proactive management, work can
take longer, thus eroding potential value.

Alliances must operate
within the structures,
cultures, processes, and
priorities of at least two
entities, while building a
trust-based environment
that allows these boundaries
to be crossed with ease.
Without very proactive
management, work can take
longer, thus eroding
potential value.

Value can also be lost if, either in a desire to be collaborative, or if there
is a deficit of trust and confidence between the partners, too much in
the way of resource is allocated to an alliance and duplication of effort
results. Another common loss of value is if alliance team members
consult with and engage their counterparts unnecessarily. Deciding that
work should be done independent of one another, with accountability
to the alliance for the outcome, can be the best approach in certain
circumstances. Effective alliance team members never lose sight of the
fact that collaboration is a means to an end not the objective. Too much
collaboration can be as counterproductive as too little.
Alliance managers focus a lot of effort and a wide range of their skills
and talents on mitigating the risk of losing value as a result of
complexity. The governance process is a key component of this
endeavor, as is ensuring the internal organization is aligned before
engaging with a partner. So too is coaching and guiding others in
developing an organization’s partnering culture and discipline, defining
the collaborative behaviors it considers appropriate.
The specific causes of complexity are many and, as with potential value,
will vary depending on the nature of the alliance. Among the more
prevalent are:
• Decision making – How broadly decision making is shared
between the parties or how challenging it may be to get alignment
in one’s own organization
• Relationship scope – The range of lifecycle stages, geographies,
affiliates, technical platforms, contractual agreements, etc. the
alliance entails
• Number of touch points – In addition to the scope of the
relationship, the number of people engaged in the critical
communication and activity streams and the challenge in presenting
“one face” to the partner
• Priority alignment – Differing priorities placed on the alliance by
each partner. This is especially likely when the partners are of
significantly different sizes
• Experience of doing business – Newness to partnering, lack of
flexibility or transparency, complexity of administrative procedures,
lack of alliance management expertise
• Partner selfsufficiency or capability – Ability to take
responsibility for business processes or use web‐based resources
• Confidence and trust – Extent each party believes the other will
act in the best interest of the alliance and has the ability to produce
work at its expected level of quality
7
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In addition to these characteristics, an often overlooked cause of
complexity is the lack of alignment in the timing of key corporate
processes with alliance governance. For example, if the partners have
different fiscal years it can be challenging to find a timeframe when
both parties have sufficient internal information and authorization to
commit to an alliance budget and work plan. Or if the top level
governance committee of an alliance from one partner has the ability to
make resource commitments and the other doesn’t, special process
must be put into place. Additionally, extra communication and trust
building must occur so that the partner with streamlined decision
making understands the hoops the other must go through to reach a
decision and accepts that what might seem to be “behind the scenes”
decision making isn’t an attempt to undermine the alliance.
Because the value actually realized from alliances is only determined as
the alliance is executed and how well the alliance is executed depends
on managing the complexity, the two components of the framework of
the job of an alliance manager (Figure 1) are inexorably linked. Thus,
for more complex alliances, greater management effort is needed in
order to realize the desired value. The unique complexity/ value profile
of each alliance, and more broadly, each type of alliance, offers a
window into how it is best managed. Looking across alliances is
increasingly important as portfolios grow and alliances and
collaborative networks become the predominate form of organization.
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Assessing the Alliance Portfolio
The Alliance Portfolio
The increasing use of alliances and other collaborative business
relationships necessitates moving from managing them on a one‐off
basis to grouping them into portfolios depending on their purpose. For
some companies, a single portfolio for all their collaborative
relationships is sufficient.

An alliance that by itself looks
promising may not necessarily
be value-creating from an
overall alliance portfolio
perspective. Consequently,
the formation of a new alliance
or continuing to invest in an
existing alliance may be an
overall value destroying move.

Each relationship in a portfolio makes a unique contribution to strategic
objectives. In organizations where alliances are truly central to their
strategy, multiple collaborative relationships may be needed in order to
achieve a specific objective. For example, a company may have certain
alliances to develop new products and may have another set of
relationships to reach customers globally. The value sought and the
risks presented by each of these types of relationships will be different.
Within each type or category of relationship, each alliance will be
different. For the following discussion, think of each category of
relationship as a separate portfolio, each having specific criteria that
define the value it is intended to bring and specific elements of
complexity that must be managed.
Organizations don’t always consider the strategic implications of their
overall alliance portfolio. An alliance that by itself looks promising may
not necessarily be value‐creating from an overall alliance portfolio
perspective, especially if there are competitive issues to consider or if
resources are limited and must be drawn from other promising
alliances. Consequently, the formation of a new alliance or continuing to
invest in an existing alliance may be an overall value destroying move.
Additionally, it is more likely that management resources will be
optimally deployed if the management of alliances is approached from
the standpoint of the potential value and management risk caused by
the complexity of a specific type of alliance, as well as that of each
alliance within the portfolio. Over‐management or more likely under‐
management, and a loss of value result when an alliance doesn’t have
the right resources allocated to it.
By categorizing its alliances and other collaborations into portfolios of
relationships with similar strategic purposes, a company can:
• Assess whether the overall portfolio is providing the desired
strategic value
• Recognize the portfolio implications of, and on, the individual
alliances that comprise the portfolio
• Identify and address problems that are common across alliances
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• Allocate limited resources more effectively across alliances
• Understand the nature of the alliance capability the company needs
to effectively manage the portfolio
• Facilitate communication and decision making for senior
management relative to the portfolio
The discussion that follows offers a framework for assessing each
category of alliances and determining how best to manage it, as well as
the individual alliances that comprise the portfolio. For simplicity’s
sake, we are assuming a single alliance portfolio within a given
organization. Our assumption exposes the first complexity in analyzing
the alliance portfolio: What is in and what is outside of a given alliance
portfolio? Fortunately, an initial pass at analyzing all collaborative
relationships with the management complexity/potential value
framework can clarify the distinctions and similarities and help define
logical boundaries to the portfolio.

Value and Complexity Criteria for a Portfolio of Alliances
Defining what constitutes
value and complexity is the
linchpin in assessing an
alliance portfolio. To do so,
one must have a thorough
understanding of company
strategy.

Defining what constitutes value and complexity is the linchpin in
assessing an alliance portfolio. To do so, one must have a thorough
understanding of company strategy and the role of alliances in
achieving that strategy. Keep in mind that the only good reason for an
alliance to exist is that it helps an organization accomplish what it is
trying to achieve more economically and faster than it otherwise could.
If that isn’t true, the alliance will waste resource and shouldn’t exist.
Deciding the criteria to use to define value and complexity is an
iterative process. Use the guidelines presented earlier to determine
what is relevant for the specific portfolio in question. Mechanically, it is
important that there are an equal number of criteria for value and
complexity. At least three criteria for each should be identified,
preferably with a maximum of five, although seven is still manageable if
they are truly distinct. The key is to have criteria that are broad enough
to apply to an entire portfolio and specific enough that they are relevant
to all alliances within the portfolio.
As an example, Figure 2 represents criteria that have been used with a
portfolio of biopharmaceutical alliances that include co‐development
through co‐promotion activities. These are relationships that envision a
significant degree of shared decision making, joint work, resource
leverage, and are expected to exist for a very long time. Each factor can
be assessed using a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 equals less potential
value or less management complexity and 5 equals greater potential
value or greater complexity. See the sidebar, Gaining Consistency in
Scoring, for suggestions about improving the objectivity and
consistency of scoring.
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Gaining Consistency in Scoring
Using a scoring mechanism like the
one described herein has both its
pluses and minuses. On the positive
side, it is is backed up by analysis.
At this level, precision is not
required, just thoughtful and logical
consideration that drives the next set
of assumptions about what to do.
Critics will claim this method is too
subjective and likely to bring about
different results, depending on who
is doing the scoring. An easy way to
address that claim is to bring
together all the alliance or partner
managers who have responsibility
for the relationships included in the
portfolio. Let each person separately
score their relationships and then
discuss the rationale for each set of
scores. Let them challenge each
other and assess one relationship
against another. What will emerge is
a common understanding of what
constitutes a specific score on an
individual criterion. Over time,
definitions of individual scores may
be developed.

Figure 3 provides another example of specific criteria, this time
representing partners who sell and service an information technology
company’s products. While not considered strategic alliances, they are
essential to the business and considerable investment goes into
supporting these collaborative relationships. The partner manager’s job
remains creating and maintaining an effective operating environment
by managing the complexity of the relationship and working to utilize
all intended sources of value. Again, each relationship in the portfolio
can be scored by applying the same 1 – 5 scale to each specific criterion.

This is an excellent activity to
include in a year-end review or
annual planning session. As will be
seen later in the paper, the
evaluation of the individual alliances
and the portfolio should inform the
work plans for each, given that they
are based on the two key purposes
of alliance and partner management
– realizing value and reducing risk.
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Using the Criteria to Score and Map the Portfolio
Because the two components of the alliance manager’s job must be
balanced to drive down risk and realize value, a 2x2 matrix (see Figure
4) is the ideal tool for visualizing the portfolio. The totals of the scores
given to each alliance for the management complexity criteria and the
potential value criteria are plotted on the matrix. The minimum score
for each axis is (1) x (the number of criteria) and the maximum score is
(5) x (the number of criteria). Figure 4 assumes five criteria are used.
Figure 4

The Return on Relationship is

Complexity Value Matrix
Q1

Q2

Q4

Q3

a measure of net benefit from
an alliance or other
collaborative relationship
calculated by comparing the
potential value relative to the
investment of the time and
effort to manage the alliance’s
complexity.

Taken together, the relationship between potential value and
management complexity offer a Return on Investment metric that we
call Return on Relationship (RoR) (See Figure 5). The RoR is a measure of
net benefit from an alliance or other collaborative relationship
calculated by comparing the potential value relative to the investment
of the time and effort to manage the alliance’s complexity.

Individual RoR scores can be aggregated into logical sub‐groupings,
such as by product family, region, partner tier, or lifecycle stage to
provide an additional level of analysis of a given portfolio.
Alliances and collaborations are a means to an end; a strategic choice
about how to achieve objectives. To be worthwhile, over time the value
of what one receives must be greater than the cost of receiving it. And
because alliances and collaboration must provide benefit for all
concerned, each party must perceive that the benefit (the “get”) is
greater than the cost (the “give”). However, because much of the value
in an alliance is a precursor to financial value, what is important and
useful to one party to the collaboration may be of limited use and value
12
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to another party. Additionally, if that value isn’t available to be realized
in a timely manner, value is lost. Only the recipient can assess value, as
value is personal, relative, and time sensitive. Something may be of
negligible value to the party offering it, but it may be exactly what the
recipient needs, or vice versa. Because value can only be assessed by the
recipient, it makes little sense to try to calculate the return on
investment of an alliance using a one‐dimensional and one‐sided view
of the value of the relationship.
In the RoR calculation, the Potential Value represents the “get” as
assessed by the recipient of the value. Management Complexity is
representative of the time and effort that must be expended. It is the
“give” the recipient must spend in order to realize the “get.” In this
manner, it is possible for each participant to assess the alliance from its
perspective – and for both to recognize net benefit. This is the essence
of what is meant when alliances are described as relationships that
must be win‐win. Each party must believe that the value received from
an alliance is greater than the time and effort it takes to get it.

Each party must believe that
the value received from an
alliance is greater than the
time and effort it takes to get
it. This is the essence of
what is meant when
alliances are described as
relationships that must be
win-win.

Mapping the scores on the Complexity Value Matrix presents a
visualization of the portfolio that can be used to provide insight and
make decisions about:
• How to allocate management resources to the portfolio
• How to manage the alliances in the portfolio
To map each relationship in the portfolio, locate it at the intersection of
the potential value and complexity scores. Once this is done for each
alliance, stand back and assess what the picture represents. To guide
the discussion, a sample portfolio has been mapped in Figure 6.
Figure 6

Sample Alliance Portfolio

The 45 degree line on the matrix in Figure 6 reflects the dividing line
between those alliances that are providing a “positive” return on the
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investment of time and effort to manage the complexity (all
relationships to the right of the line) and those where the potential
value is less than the investment (all relationships to the left of the line).
In our experience, alliance and partner managers are shocked to see the
number of relationships and which relationships fall on the left of the
45 degree line. These are relationships where the “give” is more than
the “get.” That may be the right balance for certain relationships that
are in a development stage, where one is consciously investing. The
positioning of portfolios is not static. An alliance that has a RoR of less
than 100% today may become much more positive as it achieves certain
milestones or specific action reduces complexity. It may also mean that
the relationship is a resource sink, requiring too much management
time and attention for the return it offers.

Alliances that map to the left
of the 45 degree line have a
RoR of less than 100% and
consume resources; those
that map to the right of it
have a RoR of greater than
100% and provide value.

Alliance professionals are also often surprised at the relationships that
perhaps aren’t as complicated as they first appear, once subjected to the
complexity/value analysis. If one company has most of the control and
is responsible for most of the work, the alliance should become easier.
This will prove true if the alliance manager can prevent his or her
colleagues from granting a greater role in the alliance to the partner
than anticipated in the contract and the partner with the lesser role
trusts the other will act in the best interest of the alliance.
The mapping of the portfolio provides a communication tool that can be
used to assess partner selection criteria for specific types of partners.
For example, if too many partners don’t have the capacity to take on
additional customers or products, the evaluation of potential partners
may need to be adjusted to bring in more partners with capacity.
Similarly, if multiple parts of the organization have a relationship with a
partner, evaluating the partner from each organizational unit’s
perspective will give a holistic perspective on the partner. In some
instances, value that one group realizes may be offset by the resource
drain on another.
Analyzing an alliance portfolio from the perspectives of complexity and
value leads to questions such as:
• Why do we have this alliance?
• Do team members realize how important this alliance is to us
strategically? Conversely, do we realize it is actually wasting
resources?
• How are alliances with RoR of greater than 100% alike?
• Likewise, how are alliances with RoR of less than 100% alike?
• Importantly, in what ways do the greater than 100% RoR alliances
differ from the less than 100% RoR alliances?
With these questions and the data, the alliance manager can plot a
course of action for his or her alliances, in concert with a plan for the
overall portfolio.
14
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Informing the Alliance Management
Work Plan
Evaluating individual alliances as well as the portfolio based on the
framework of management complexity and potential value provides
alliance managers with a strategically aligned analysis from which to
determine how they can improve operating effectiveness and drive
value. As alliance managers plan their activities, this frame should
inform the day‐to‐day work of governance, stakeholder alignment and
value creation. It should also inform specific projects not necessarily
defined by a single alliance to develop the collaborative ability of the
organization and to improve its alliance management excellence.

The complexity/value profile
of an alliance should inform
the day-to-day work of
governance, stakeholder
alignment, and value
creation.

To gain the greatest benefit from this analysis, start at the portfolio
level. Are there management complexity criteria that consistently score
high? For example, if many partners aren’t taking advantage of web‐
based resources that make them self‐sufficient and reduce the “hand‐
holding” by partner managers, what is it about the web‐based resources
that don’t meet the partners’ needs? Tackle this on a portfolio wide
basis and the benefits will be significant. Can they be measured in
financial terms? Absolutely. Measure the cost of time saved by the
partner manager and others who no longer have to hand‐hold partners,
relative to the cost of improving the web‐based resources.
Looking across the portfolio can be fascinating. One company
discovered that alliance team members considered nearly all of their
partners difficult to do business with. When they thought about that,
they realized that the commonality was…them! That resulted in a bit of
soul‐searching and the realization that its less‐than‐systematic
approach to alliances was causing unnecessary confusion and impeding
the flow of information. A single point of contact within each function
for each partner was quickly implemented, and care taken to be certain
this was well understood, both by the partner and internally. By
streamlining the overlapping communications, team members no
longer wasted time sorting out conflicting information.
Importantly, when the portfolio as a whole is analyzed, one can stand
back and assess if it is providing the desired strategic and financial
value. For example, if one of the strategic objectives is to gain market
share in a particular customer segment, and the potential value of the
relationships intended to do this is low, it is reasonable to assume the
goal will not be met in a timely manner and corrective action can be
taken.
When addressing a specific alliance, how the criteria are assessed
provides a road map for how to improve operating effectiveness. For
example, suppose the criterion “decision making” is rated as
contributing to complexity because it is shared equally and it is not
clear that the members of the governance committees actually have the
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authority to carry out their mandate. The alliance manager might decide
it is time to review the composition of the governance committees. Or
perhaps one of the purposes of the alliance is to gain distribution in
certain markets, yet that is not proceeding as quickly as desired. The
alliance manager should recognize that as an opportunity to drive value
and work to launch the product in those markets or perhaps embark on
a negotiation to win back certain rights. The criteria provide a detailed
look at each alliance and allow the portfolio to be examined in totality
from a common framework.
Another view of the matrix is shaped by its four quadrants. The relative
combination of management complexity and potential value for each
quadrant (See Figure 7) suggests a generalized management strategy
that can be applied to relationships that fall within the quadrant. The
arrows represent possible paths to guide the alliance to a more
desirable position in the portfolio.
Figure 7

Relationship Segmentation

The relative combination of
management complexity and
potential value for each
quadrant suggests a
generalized management
strategy that can be applied
to relationships that fall
within the quadrant.

• Q1 Investing Resources – The RoR of all relationships in this
quadrant is less than 100%. They consume a disproportionate level
of time and effort due to their high management complexity but are
not providing much value. Try to increase the perceived potential
value and/or reduce management complexity and move to Q2 or
Q4. If neither can be done, consider re‐negotiating or terminating
the alliance.
• Q2 Relationship Complexity – Alliances in this quadrant
provide significant value but require a lot of time and effort to
manage. They can have an RoR ranging from 60% to 167%,
assuming that five criteria are being scored. Try to reduce the
complexity of managing these alliances without reducing the
value provided while looking for additional opportunities to
expand value. However, some alliances will always be extremely
complex, simply because of their geographic scope and range of
activity. Every balanced alliance portfolio will always have
relationships in this quadrant.
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• Q3 Leveraging Resources – The RoR of all relationships in this
quadrant is greater than 100%. Alliances in this quadrant provide
significant value without consuming a lot of management resources.
Care has to be taken with these collaborations so that the partner
also sees it as a relationship that provides significant value. If it
doesn’t consider the relationship to be one of great value, the lack of
alignment could lead to additional complexity or team members
could feel that they need to go out of their way to provide greater
value which could increase the number of touch points, people
involved in decision making, etc. These are also opportunities that
are ripe for innovation, as the high value and relatively low
complexity environment provides opportunities to expand the value
each party receives

As the alliance moves
through its lifecycle, the
balance between complexity
and value will change. The
challenge for the alliance
manager is to recognize the
right balance at any given
time for an individual
alliance and take the actions
necessary to create a
desirable Return on
Relationship measure.

• Q4 Relationship Clarity – Alliances in this quadrant have an RoR
that ranges from 33% to 300% (based on five criteria). Consider
relationships in this quadrant as essentially transactional, “arm’s‐
length” contracts where greater value is realized by minimizing the
time and effort it takes to receive it
As can be seen from the range of RoR scores, it is advantageous to have
a balanced portfolio to deliver intended strategic and financial value. It
maybe counter‐intuitive that low value relationships situated in Q4 are
desirable. Running the numbers shows that may indeed be the truth,
especially in circumstances when a large number of relationships are
required to gain the breadth of value required.
Much of the discussion has been about reducing complexity, yet Q3 &
Q4 show arrows reflecting the intent of increasing the level of
complexity. Why would a company want to do that? As described above,
it could be forced upon it in an effort to preserve value. The other
reason a company may want to increase the effort is to invest in an
innovative project that would expand value for all partners. If it is
believed that it is possible to move a Q4 alliance to Q2, the likely path is
an investment of time and effort that moves the relationship first to Q1
and then to Q2 as the value increases.
One additional management strategy is relevant when in rare instances
it may, over time, be possible to identify a means to increase potential
value without a significant increase in complexity and move the alliance
directly from Q4 to Q3.
Individual alliances and the alliance portfolio overall are not static.
External circumstances, such as new competitors, acquisitions, and
changes in the regulatory environment all impact the value and
complexity of the portfolio. Additionally, as the alliance moves through
its lifecycle, the balance between complexity and value will change. The
challenge for the alliance manager is to recognize the right balance at
any given time for an individual alliance and take the actions necessary
to create a desirable Return on Relationship measure.
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Alliance Management Capability
and the Portfolio
Designing the Capability
Every company must address how to match its ability to do business
through collaboration with its current portfolio of alliances. As we’ve
seen, that ability is grounded in the effectiveness of alliance operations,
as defined by the ability to reduce risk by managing complexity and
realizing the full intended (and expanded) value of the relationship.
With the alliance portfolio analyzed from this perspective, reasoned
decisions can be made about how much management each alliance
needs and thus, the composition of the capability required.

Every company must
address how to match its
ability to do business
through collaboration with
its current portfolio of
alliances. With the alliance
portfolio analyzed from the
perspective of management
complexity and potential
value, reasoned decisions
can be made about how
much management each
alliance needs and thus, the
composition of the
capability required.

It stands to reason that an alliance with high complexity and high
potential value needs a different degree of management than an alliance
with low complexity and low potential value. The former likely requires
a dedicated and highly skilled alliance manager. The latter doesn’t. Or if
such a person is responsible, it is a very light touch. In these days of
limited resources, it is increasingly important for leaders to carefully
allocate their scarce alliance management resources so that they
provide the greatest good. This is an iterative process that demands
great agility and flexibility in organization design and operation.
When alliances and other collaborative relationships are so pervasive, it
is imperative that an organization has a consistent and systematic
approach to how it manages these relationships. The best practices an
organization or individual alliance manager follows need to be woven
together, aligned, and augmented to reflect a company’s approach to
managing alliances and collaborations. One of the requirements for
being successful with alliances is that everyone in the organization
involved with collaborative relationships has sufficient understanding
of the nature of the relationship, what it is intended to achieve, how it is
operated and governed, the expectations of themselves in interacting
with the partner, as well as what is outside of the relationship. Often,
people are interacting with multiple partners, each with different rules.
The cost of time and the potential for poorly informed and short‐sighted
decisions increases whenever someone working on an alliance hesitates
when he or she is not sure of the rules of engagement – or worse, gives
away value by being overly‐accommodating.
A systemized process of managing collaborative relationships
throughout their lifecycle (see Figure 8) provides whoever has the
alliance management responsibility with policies, common ways of
conducting activities, communication and decision making tools, as well
as measurement and evaluation frameworks to apply to ensure that the
governance, alignment and value creating work of the alliance is
appropriately planned, conducted, analyzed and improved. These
should be flexible enough so that they can be tailored to meet the needs
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of all collaborative relationships and result in achieving operating
effectiveness throughout the portfolio.
Figure 8

It is practically inevitable
that all alliances cannot be
(or should be) handled by
dedicated alliance
specialists. The
complexity/value profile of
each quadrant of the
Portfolio Segmentation
Matrix, as well as the
management strategies
implied by each quadrant,
also suggests when an
alliance specialist must be
utilized.

Collaborative Relationship Lifecycle

The centrality of alliances to company strategy and the structuring of
work into collaborative networks or ecosystems of alliances demands
moving beyond a collection of best practices that have been drawn from
many disparate contexts. Alliance management must evolve into a
discipline based on a set of beliefs, guidance, practices, and tools best
able to realize value and manage the complexity caused by the unique
features of alliances and inter‐entity collaborations.

Aligning Alliance Management Capability with the Portfolio
Most organizations will find they are best served by developing a
capability that is agile enough to appropriately manage the spectrum of
alliances that make up their portfolio and that can adapt as the portfolio
changes. This is easier said than done. It makes it practically inevitable
that all alliances cannot be (or should be) handled by dedicated alliance
specialists. The key is that the tasks related to managing the
collaboration are acknowledged and recognized as part of the
individual’s job. Most importantly, these part‐time alliance managers,
sometimes referred to as “accidental” alliance managers, collaborative
program managers, or embedded alliance managers, are an essential
part of the alliance capability of any organization and should be
supported by alliance specialists in implementing the consistent
alliance management philosophy, processes, tools, and metrics.
The complexity/value profile of each quadrant of the Portfolio
Segmentation Matrix (Figure 7), and the management strategies implied
by each quadrant, suggests when an alliance specialist must be utilized.
Equally, they point to the circumstances in which a manager with
broader responsibilities (referred to herein as a part‐time alliance
manager) can take responsibility for the alliance management aspects
of the program, product, or business. The following narrative examines
the potential staffing scenarios:
• Q1 Investing Resources – Collaborative relationships in this
quadrant are either being invested in to ultimately produce value or
they are a resource sink, consuming without the likelihood of
producing value. It is the responsibility of the alliance manager to
develop and implement a plan to move that relationship to a
position of a RoR greater than 100% as soon as practical. If the
situation is one of investing to move the alliance on a path from Q4
to one of greater value that takes it through Q1, the day‐to‐day work
can be done by a part‐time alliance manager as part of his or her
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overall responsibility. This individual should be supported by an
alliance specialist who can serve as a coach, monitoring
performance, evaluating progress and suggesting course
corrections. In this way, the alliance specialist has a light, yet
focused touch on the alliance with the sole purpose of making the
investment pay off as soon as possible.
On the other hand, if a relationship is considered a resource sink, a
re‐negotiation to either change the working relationship or value
exchange is required, perhaps including termination. This requires
the skills of an alliance specialist. It is probably best to have him or
her handle the day‐to‐day management as well, so that he or she
becomes well‐versed in what is causing the issues and can suggest
an appropriate course of action.
• Q2 Relationship Complexity – Collaborative relationships in this
quadrant are marked by a high degree of complexity and high
potential value. They are the relationships that are worthy of
attention up and down the corporate structure and across functions
and geographies. They generally involve multiple work streams and
have many touch points. It is possible to reduce complexity through
effective governance, formalizing communication flows, following
sound operating principles, focusing on internal discipline in
regular and quite frequent partner engagements, as well as rigorous
planning and evaluation. Relationships in this quadrant require a
dedicated alliance specialist as part of the alliance leadership team
and in some cases to be the business owner, entrepreneur, or
general manager of the alliance.
• Q3 Leveraging Resources – Collaborative relationships with this
complexity/value profile are among the most advantageous. They
rank low on the complexity scale, but high on the value scale.
The goal for these collaborations may be to maintain the status quo.
This implies that these relationships can be managed day‐to‐day by
someone with broader responsibilities for the work of the alliance,
such as developing and marketing the product or managing the
account of a major systems integrator in an information technology
environment. In certain instances, the size and scope of the alliance
may be so significant that it makes sense to have a dedicated
alliance professional as part of the team. In either case, planning and
evaluation activities should pay special attention to confirming that
the partner also sees great value in the relationship. If it doesn’t,
complexity may increase because the partner places a lower
priority on the alliance or becomes harder to do business with. It
may also pull back on the resources it offers.
The relationships in this quadrant also present opportunities to
expand value by finding new revenue streams or other ways to
leverage one another’s resources. The evaluation of opportunities,
whether it is attempting a project to reduce development costs by
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giving one partner more authority or the possibility of building a
new business together, should be led by an alliance specialist. New
plans and likely contract amendments or fresh contracts, will need
to be developed and negotiated, calling upon the specialist’s unique
skills. Of course, the alliance specialist cannot expand value by
himself or herself. No doubt a cross‐functional team will be
required, of which the day‐to‐day manager is a key member,
responsible for ensuring continuity of intentions

A thoughtful approach to
determining how “much”
management and
orchestration a specific
alliance requires is
essential. The formality and
extent of those processes
can be shaped accordingly if
one has an overarching
framework to apply.

• Q4 Relationship Clarity – Collaborations in this quadrant are
reasonably simple to manage and relatively low on the value scale.
That does not mean they are undesirable if appropriately
contributing to achieving a strategic objective, nor does it mean
they are devoid of alliance management requirements. In some
instances they may start as a fee‐for‐service arrangement, with the
option to opt in more completely, should certain milestones be met.
Increasingly, research alliances or relationships with academia are
being structured in this manner.
In almost all instances, relationships in this quadrant can be
managed as part of someone else’s responsibility, often by a
scientist, manufacturing expert, service personnel or contract
manager. This responsibility must be acknowledged as part of the
job, he or she must understand how to carry out that responsibility,
and have access to the tools and expertise of the company’s alliance
specialists. Too often this is not the case and under‐management
results in leaving value on the table or exposing the company to
unnecessary risks.
Figure 9 provides a summary of how responsibility might be divided
among the portfolio quadrants, based on the management strategy for a
specific relationship.
In addition to decisions about how responsibility for creating alliance
operating effectiveness is distributed, a thoughtful approach to
determining how “much” management and orchestration a specific
alliance requires is essential. The complexity/value profile of the
collaborations in each quadrant, as well as the management strategy
being pursued, is a guide here, too. All collaborations require planning,
execution, and incorporating analysis and learning into plans. The
formality and extent of those processes can be shaped accordingly if
one has an overarching framework to apply. The appropriate use of
management resources covers not just the qualifications and
responsibilities of the individual assigned, it also includes determining
such things as how often governance meetings must be held, the people
assigned to governance teams, notification and reporting requirements,
and reviews of resource allocations. If a company has a management
philosophy, processes and tools in place for the most complex of
alliances (Q1 and Q2 alliances), it is reasonably straight‐forward to
scale them down to apply appropriately to alliances in Q3 and Q4.
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Figure 9
Segmentation
Matrix Quadrant

Alignment must exist
between the alliance
portfolio and the capability

Alliance Staffing Senarios
Management
Strategy

Planning the Work

Investing

Partial responsibility
of functional manager

Partial responsibility
of functional manager

Alliance specialist

Eliminating
Resource Sink

Alliance specialist

Alliance specialist

Alliance specialist

Q2
Relationship
Complexity

Maintenance or
reducing
complexity,
if possible

Alliance specialist

Alliance specialist

Alliance specialist

Q3
Leveraging
Resources

Maintenance

Partial responsibility
of functional manager
or alliance specialist,
depending on scope

Partial responsibility
of functional manager
or alliance specialist,
depending on scope

Partial responsibility
of functional manager
or alliance specialist,
depending on scope

Expanding Value

Alliance specialist

Partial responsibility
of functional manager
or alliance specialist,
depending on scope

Alliance specialist

Maintenance
(if looking to
expand value,
see Q1
investing
strategy )

Partial responsibility
of functional manager

Partial responsibility
of functional manager

Partial responsibility
of functional manager

collaborations are neither
and that resources are
appropriately used to
achieve desired outcomes.

Analysis and
Refinement

Q1
Investing
Resources

to ensure that all
under- nor over-managed

Working the Plan

Q4
Relationship
Clarity

Creating operating effectiveness throughout an alliance portfolio does
not require adding layers of managers or building an empire. It does
require assessing the portfolio and making smart decisions so that
there is just enough talent and process to ensure alliances and other
collaborations deliver on their intended strategic and financial value.
Managing alliances is not only the responsibility of a select few; rather,
as they are increasingly how business is conducted it becomes shared
responsibility and a necessary capability of the organization. Alliance
professionals must ensure that there is one individual who has the
stated responsibility of ensuring the operating effectiveness of each and
every collaborative relationship. Their role must have formal
accountability and they must have guidance, processes, and tools built
on a consistently applied philosophy, to draw upon to manage the
inherent complexity, thereby reducing risk and realizing all potential
value.
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Evaluating Alliance Management’s
Contribution to Financial Value
Every new professional discipline has a challenge in describing its
value. It must gain buy‐in from established interests and prove that it is
worthy of resource allocation to do its job and receive remuneration for
doing its job. Fifteen years ago, CIOs were thought of as the people who
made computers work. Now, as information technology has become an
essential component of organizational infrastructure, they are seen as
strategic leaders. Alliance management specialists must follow this path
as alliances and collaborative relationships become integral
components of organization strategy.

The profession must
demonstrate both its
strategic value and its
command of the nuts and
bolts of operational
effectiveness that come
from managing and
reducing complexity and
thus risk, while ensuring the
intended value is realized
and that opportunities to
expand value are seized.

More than a decade ago, commenting upon the impact of technical
advances and globalization, management sage Peter Drucker stated the
“the corporation as we know it will soon cease to exist, not legally and
financially, but structurally and economically” (Interview with James
Daly, August 22, 2000, Business 2.0). Drucker’s words prefaced the
march towards collaborative networks as the predominate form of
organization. He also stated that the greatest change was being brought
about by the “control of assets through partnership, not ownership.” He
was wise enough to see that it would take 25 years for these changes to
come about.
It is clear Prof. Drucker’s prophesy is being fulfilled – and that the
alliance management profession stands at its forefront. Like CIOs, the
profession must demonstrate both its strategic value and its command
of the nuts and bolts of operational effectiveness that come from
managing and reducing complexity and thus risk, while ensuring the
intended value is realized and that opportunities to expand value are
seized.
Even if an alliance manager has ultimate responsibility for the success
of an alliance, he or she never achieves it alone. Some have sales targets
to meet and a team to help meet them. However, meeting sales targets
does not necessarily signify that an alliance is operating effectively and
contributing a reasonable return on the investment of resources. The
Return on Relationship metric is one measure that can be used to assess
alliance performance, with anything greater than 100% desirable, as is
significant movement on a path toward 100% if the subject relationship
starts as a resource sink.
Another measure is the Positive Impact Score, a metric that assesses
how alliance team members view the contributions of alliance
management. It draws on the logic behind the Net Promoter Score
developed by Frederick Reicheld to assess customer loyalty (The
Ultimate Question, 2006). Reicheld found that asking customers if they
would recommend a company to a friend is a good predictor of
company performance. We’ve adapted his approach to ask how likely it
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Alliance managers often
deliver financial value by
ensuring that the resources
needed for the ultimate
outcome are present and
ready to be used. One must
manage the delicate balance
of risk today and risk
tomorrow to create value
today and value tomorrow.

is that alliance management has contributed to positive outcomes
achieved by the alliance team. In this manner, we aren’t asking team
members to give all the credit to the alliance manager; rather it is a
simple acknowledgement the alliance manager and/or alliance
management practices and tools, have made a positive impact that
contributes to team outcomes. This is a way of accounting for the fact
that alliance managers often deliver financial value by ensuring that the
resources needed for the ultimate outcome are present and ready to be
used. We also use this simple evaluation tool as a way of collecting
specific examples of how alliance managers have helped, how else
stakeholders could benefit (often the response is that they do not know
how to best utilize their alliance management colleagues) and what
alliance managers are currently doing, that in their view, provides no
value. The learning is invaluable.
The third component of evaluating and communicating alliance
managers’ contribution to financial value is to keep track of specific
events. The nature of alliance management is such that one can’t foresee
many of the opportunities that will present themselves as events unfold.
Keep track of the dollars involved in negotiating for a better gross
margin in a supply price, or limiting your company’s contribution to
development costs that go over budget. Did you win compensation for a
failure to get a contracted number of fully trained salespeople in the
market by a certain date? Take credit for it. We don’t mean to imply that
alliance managers should play a game of “gotcha” with their partners. If
alliance partners don’t live up to their commitments, it is the alliance
manager’s job to ensure the company isn’t harmed excessively – all the
time balancing the need for future productive collaboration. Therein is
the essence of why alliance management is a specialized management
discipline. One must manage the delicate balance of risk today and risk
tomorrow to create value today and value tomorrow.
Figure 10 provides some concrete examples of alliance management’s
impact that either directly contributes to financial value or that ensures
that a necessary precursor to financial value is realized.
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Figure 10

Examples of Alliance Management’s Positive Impact

Financial
•

•
•

•
•

Monitor company and partner performance and identify
shortcomings. If the shortcoming is by the partner, consider
and possibly negotiate compensation. If it is by one’s own
company, develop and implement risk mitigation strategy
Secure cost sharing agreements for significant unanticipated
expenses
Highlight when assumptions underlying the financial terms
have changed and lead the evaluation and negotiation of
restructuring or termination discussions and ensure the
appropriate operational plan is in place within each partner
Increase the speed with which a partner is ready to engage
with customers
Identify opportunities to expand joint go‐to‐market offerings

Operating Effectiveness
•

•
•
•
•

Orchestrate alliance kick‐off meetings, ensuring committee
members have a common understanding of the Collaboration
Agreement; establish guiding principles for the operation and
management of the Collaboration (including operating norms);
communicate near term milestones and critical path activities;
build relationships among collaboration team members
Lead the restructuring of governance committees to streamline
decision making
Gain partner participation in alliance effectiveness
measurement and improvement process
Obtain needed resources for the alliance
Create joint processes that address the concerns of each
partner and serve the interests of the alliance

Risk Mitigation
•
•
•
•
•

Lead the internal analysis of a partner’s proposal to change
rights or scope
Ensure partners are compliant with laws and regulations for
which the Company could be held responsible
Guide alliance team members in following and applying
pre‐determined governance
Monitor the use of intellectual property within the alliance and
protect its pedigree
Identify competitive issues relative to the alliance that emerge
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Alliance Management at a Crossroads
We began this paper by describing alliance management as a necessary
capability, the essence of which is creating value and managing risk by
engineering operating effectiveness in alliances. We’ve stated that
companies must develop a consistent, systematic approach to managing
their complete portfolio(s) of alliances and collaborative relationships
and that employing best practices is insufficient when collaborative
networks or ecosystems are the organization.

Being an alliance manager is
one of the most strategic
and essential jobs in any
organization today. It must
be acknowledged that the
profession is at a delicate
point in its development –
what we’ve coined a
crossroads. Best practices
aren’t sufficient to sustain a
profession. An
acknowledged alliance
management discipline –
practiced in organizations,
taught in business schools,
and respected as a career
choice – is essential.

We have put forth that managing the complexity in a given alliance and
within an alliance portfolio, as well as being strategic in how the
alliance management capability is designed and developed are how
alliance management delivers financial value, either directly or by
making available precursor forms of value. Financial markets and
senior management rarely recognize the latter, despite knowing that
value creation is a process and that not every player is a closer.
Alliance managers cannot shy away from the essential role they play
just because they may not close the deal. Quite the opposite is true. The
alliance management profession must engage in a publicity campaign to
let their role and the value they create be known and recognized.
What should be your next steps?
If you are an alliance professional, take action in the following ways:
• Define the alliance portfolio or portfolios, create complexity and
value criteria and analyze your portfolio
• Use the analysis to craft value‐creating alliance management work
plans for all your alliances
• Look back and document what you have already achieved and
don’t be afraid to let others know about it
If you are an executive, working to build your company’s alliance
management and collaborative capability, or if you are leading the
alliance management function in a company whose portfolio has grown
rapidly:
• Assess your relationships and identify the risks and potential
value.
• Proactively consider how your available alliance management
resources are allocated. Anoint someone with the specific
responsibility for managing each relationship, focusing on
governance, stakeholder alignment and value creation
• Consider the consistency of your alliance management policies and
processes, as well as their adaptability to new relationships
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Finally, if you are a part‐time alliance manager, trying to handle the
collaboration as well as the work of the collaboration:
• Connect with the alliance management professionals in your
company for guidance. If there aren’t any, reach out for support
through the Association of Strategic Alliance Professionals or
(shameless self‐promotion alert) call The Rhythm of Business
• Analyze your alliance using the complexity/value profile
• Build a management plan focusing with a laser on improving
operating effectiveness by reducing the cost of time
Being an alliance manager is one of the most strategic and essential jobs
in any organization today. It must be acknowledged that the profession
is at a delicate point in its development – what we’ve coined a
crossroads. Best practices aren’t sufficient to sustain a profession. An
acknowledged alliance management discipline – practiced in
organizations, taught in business schools, and respected as a career
choice – is essential. It is up to those of us who are practicing it,
teaching it, and developing it to ensure that it is recognized as such and
flourishes.
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About The Rhythm of Business
The Rhythm of Business specializes in collaborative business – the
organizations, business models, management, and ways of working to
innovate and grow through collaboration. For more than 25 years,
principals of the firm have built collaborative business models,
developed and operated alliances and supplier networks, and consulted
within both corporate and civic sectors on building and using
collaborative relationships to achieve strategic and financial objectives.
Engagements include designing and implementing an alliance
management capability, evaluating individual alliances and the alliance
portfolio, intervening in troubled situations, and working with good
collaborations to become great collaborations. We build and customize
learning programs for alliance managers, team members, and
executives. Through comprehensive management frameworks, skill
development, and measurement and analysis tools, the firm enables
individuals and organizations to innovate and grow through
collaboration.
Co‐founders Jeffrey Shuman, PhD and Janice Twombly have co‐authored
numerous books, articles, and white papers and regularly speak at a
variety of venues around the world on the ongoing transformation of
organization structures to collaborative networks. They hold the
Certified Strategic Alliance Professional (CSAP) designation conferred
by the Association of Strategic Alliance Professionals. Their
methodologies inform Shuman’s popular MBA courses on Managing
Collaborative Relationships and Entrepreneurial Thinking at Bentley
University where he is professor of management.
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